ABSTRACT The main task of future networks is to build, as much as possible, intelligent networking architectures for intellectualization, activation, and customization. Software-defined networking (SDN) technology breaks the tight coupling between the control plane and the data plane in the traditional network architecture, making the controllability, security, and economy of network resources into a reality. As one of the important actualization methods of artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), combined with SDN architecture will have great potential in areas, such as network resource management, route planning, traffic scheduling, fault diagnosis, and network security. This paper presents the network applications combined with SDN concepts based on ML from two perspectives, namely the perspective of ML algorithms and SDN network applications. From the perspective of ML algorithms, this paper focuses on the applications of classical ML algorithms in SDN-based networks, after a characteristic analysis of algorithms. From the other perspective, after classifying the existing network applications based on the SDN architecture, the related ML solutions are introduced. Finally, the future development of the ML algorithms and SDN concepts is discussed and analyzed. This paper occupies the intersection of the AI, big data, computer networking, and other disciplines; the AI itself is a new and complex interdisciplinary field, which causes the researchers in this field to often have different professional backgrounds and, sometimes, divergent research purposes. This paper is necessary and helpful for researchers from different fields to accurately master the key issues.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today, networks are becoming more heterogeneous and complex. It is urgent for networks to optimize traffic distribution and manage a large number of devices. The main task of networks in the future is to build intelligent networking architecture for intellectualization, activation and customization as much as possible. Some scholars have proposed that the networks of the future are IBNs (Intent-Based Networks) or
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IDNs (Intent-Driven Networks). Their biggest features are the ability to automatically convert custom business requirements into network configuration strategies. This requires a network environment that can provide customized or specialized service networks that meet the needs of different users and can store and transmit large amounts of information data and traffic.
The currently acknowledged leading implementation method of IBN is AI + SDN, in which, AI (artificial intelligence) and ML (machine learning) are used to analyze the collected data, capture intentions, and convert intentions to strategies; however, intelligent software (such as SDN controllers) determines how to translate intentions into a configuration for a particular infrastructure, allowing the network to act in the desired manner.
To ensure high quality computer network operation, maintenance and management, in addition to increasing the capacity of network equipment, we also need to use intelligent tools and technologies to improve the overall performance of the network. The introduction of more intelligent elements is required to meet the needs of different users, reduce operating costs and improve network performance. Thus, the introduction of AI enables the network to meet these challenges. With the superior learning ability of AI, systems can process massive amounts of data with data mining by training data, saving computing resources, and further realizing the intelligent management of networks and services. AI will play a role in network costs and operations and is also expected to enter the network security realm. Detection of complex attack patterns and network optimization are obviously important applications of AI.
As an important enablement method of AI, ML has the ability to actively predict and effectively schedule the network resources based on massive data inputs. ML can be used in each area of AI. It can analyze or simulate people's learning behavior so they can acquire new knowledge or technologies using a computer and rearrange the knowledge architecture to improve its performance. ML learns the rules from automatic data analysis and predicts unknown data. Applying AI and ML to network planning, design, and operations is still in the early stages, since the existing vertical chimney network architectures are not suited to the AI-enabled networks. The introduction of SDN (Software Defined Networking) is facilitating network management and enables programmatically efficient network configurations in order to improve network performance and monitoring [1] . SDN is capable of supporting the dynamic nature of future network functions and intelligent applications with lower operating costs through simplified hardware, software, and management [2] . By getting rid of hardware restrictions on the network architecture, the SDN control plane will have strong processes after decoupling, and it will provide greater speed and flexibility in routing instructions and the energy management of networking equipment such as routers and switches.
Innovations that combine SDN and AI have been involved in every aspect of the network. First, network resource management and operation refers to the unified control of multiple types of resources such as computing, storage, and networks under the integrated SDN network control capabilities. SDN applications provide centralized control of network policies and rules. In addition, they also provide a variety of functions that enable administrators to effectively solve network problems with ML methods. At the same time, network traffic control and management is implemented based on ML methods in the SDN architecture. The control of network traffic is effortless from a holistic network view, since the controller holds all information about the physical networks and their business requirements. In our findings, research on network traffic classification has been a hot topic for some time, which is important for network resource management, optimal route configurations, QoS (Quality of Service) requirements, etc. Network security is also one of the important applications that cannot be ignored. In simplifying network management and shortening the innovation cycle, SDN also introduces security threats that should not be underestimated, such as DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attacks and illegal accesses. However, based on the flexible and multidimensional features of the SDN architecture, combined with ML methods for extracting and analyzing network data, the SDN controller will allow detection of DDoS and other anomalies, thus enhancing and guaranteeing the security of networks. Moreover, the rapid development of emerging technologies and terminals has prompted technology upgrades, especially for the multimedia applications at all levels, and pushed them into a new stage of development.
Along the studies' progression, survey work began to appear. In our findings, [3] is a rare and recent research report in this area that is highly related to our work. Its introduction to ML basic algorithms and applications in SDN network is very detailed and provides very valuable reference and guidance. The study in [3] and ours both introduce relevant studies from the perspective of ML algorithms and SDN network applications, and the difference between them lies in the following: the study in [3] separates the two perspectives, while our work introduces one perspective combined with another. From the perspective of ML algorithms, we directly introduce different types of ML algorithms combined with the SDN-concept networks applications in Section II, which will be useful for researchers with professional ML backgrounds to understand applications in SDN. From the other perspective of network applications, SDN-concept network applications are reviewed in Section III (based on recent ML-based architecture solutions), which are more useful for researchers with professional computer network knowledge to study solutions to practical problems.
Another attractive and innovative work is a research study on adaptable and data-driven softwarized networks [4] , in which the main focus is on the judicious use of combined SDN/NFV capabilities for data-driven decisions. The study in [4] differs from the surveys of the most current studies in that it considers the additional degrees of freedom introduced by SDN and NFV with a strong focus on the decision phase and proposes a conceptual adaptation framework around the three functional primitives of SDN/NFV networks (i.e., observation, composition, and control). It is more suitable for highly experienced professional researchers who can understand this innovation, while our work will provide guidance for a wider range of researchers.
As a whole, our work focuses on the multidisciplinary characteristics of the ML algorithms and SDN network applications, and introduces the current research from two perspectives. Finally, we prospect the future of this area from the same two perspectives. This article will be helpful and valuable for researchers with different professional backgrounds and purposes to easily grasp the key issues in this area.
SDN-concept networks after a simple characteristic analysis of the algorithms. Section III surveys different SDN-concept network applications based on ML algorithms. Finally, in Section IV, we put forward future issues facing the SDN concept networks based on ML algorithms. We conclude this study in Section V with discussions.
II. MACHINE LEARNING METHODS IN SDN-CONCEPT NETWORKS
Some scholars believe that the ''Train'' and ''Predict'' process in ML correspond to the human ''Induce'' and ''Predict'' process, as seen in Fig. 1 . Therefore, we conclude that the ideas underpinning ML are not complex, but they are merely a simulation of real life human learning and growth. That is, the general idea of the ML method is based on induction and synthesis, not deduction. There are some different classification criteria for ML methods. According to task type, the ML models can be divided into regression models, classification models and structured learning models. The regression model is also called the prediction model, and its output is a numerical value that cannot be enumerated. The classification model is divided into binary classification models and multiple classification models. Spam filtering is one of the common binary classification problems, and classifying documents is a multiple classification problem. However, the output of a structured learning model is no longer a fixed length value; for example, the output is the text description in a semantic analysis of pictures.
According to the model's parameters, ML models can be divided into linear and nonlinear models. A linear model is relatively simple with an assignable role. In addition, it is the basis of a nonlinear model. The nonlinear model includes a traditional ML model and a DL (deep learning) model.
According to the training method, ML methods contain four classes of methods, namely, the supervised learning method, the unsupervised learning method, the semisupervised learning and reinforcement learning. Supervised learning algorithms build a mathematical model with a labeled training sample. Unsupervised learning algorithms learn from unlabeled sample data. In addition, semisupervised learning algorithms develop mathematical models from incomplete training data, where a portion of the sample input does not have labels. Compared to the traditional machine learning methods just mentioned, reinforcement learning is concerned with how the agents ought to take actions in an environment to maximize some notion of a cumulative reward. Due to its generality, this field is studied in many other disciplines, such as game theory, control theory, operations research, information theory, simulationbased optimization, multi-agent systems, swarm intelligence, statistics and genetic algorithms.
ML algorithms have been widely used for a number of classification and prediction problems and have provided accurate results [5] . In this section, from the perspective of algorithms, we will do further work, that is, presenting different classical ML methods applied in SDN-concept networks according to the classification of the ML algorithms.
For more clarity, we list the applications and performance analysis of the algorithms in Table 1 , and the first appeared abbreviations in Tables of our article are illustrated in alphabetical order in Table 2 .
A. SUPERVISED LEARNING IN SDN-CONCEPT NETWORKS
Supervised learning methods make functional inferences by adjusting the parameters of the classifier from a set of samples labeled categories to achieve the required performance. Supervised learning is now used widely in many applications, such as speech recognition, spam detection and object recognition [6] . The goal is to predict the value of one or more output variables given the value of a vector of input variables.
All classification and regression algorithms are supervised learning methods. The difference between the classification and regression algorithms is the type of output variable. The methods with quantitative outputs are called regressions, or continuous variable predictions; the methods with qualitative output are called classifications, or discrete variable predictions. All the values of the input variables can be continuous or discrete and the classifier is a function obtained from the data.
In terms of regression algorithms, a regression is applied to predict the response time for the execution of a query caused by a traffic flow in the SDN architecture [7] . In addition, multiple linear regressions are used to derive a characteristic relationship between the application's key performance indicator (KPI) and the network metrics [8] . As a whole, the application of regression algorithms in SDN is not common at present. In this paper, we mainly introduce the classification algorithms in SDN-concept networks.
The task of classification algorithms is classifying data into the proper category. The most commonly used classification algorithms include KNN (K-Nearest Neighbors), Logistic regression, SVM (Support vector machine), Decision Trees, and Naive Bayesian. 
1) KNN (K-NEAREST NEIGHBORS) IN SDN-CONCEPT NETWORKS
KNN is classified by measuring the distance between different feature values. Its designing principle is that if most of the K nearest samples in the feature space of a sample (i.e., the closest in the feature space) belong to a certain category, then the sample also belongs to the same category. The classification results only depend on a very small number of adjacent samples. KNN is easy to implement, not sensitive to outliers, has high accuracy, and calculates the features easily; further, it is suitable for multiclass classifications.
As a classifier, it has been widely used in many different areas. Zhu et al. [9] proposed Predis, a computationally simple and efficient KNN algorithm, as its detection algorithm. It is designed to achieve higher efficiency, which enables it to detect several other types of attacks, in addition to DDoS attacks, with high accuracy. However, KNN is usually implemented by linear scanning, which requires calculating each distance between the test data and the training data, and sorting and finding the nearest K instances. When the training dataset is large, the computation is very time-consuming.
As one of the simplest ML algorithms, KNN is easy to implement and calculates features with high accuracy and is suitable for multiclass classifications. However, it is a timeconsuming algorithm when used for large datasets.
2) SVM (SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE) IN SDN-CONCEPT NETWORKS
SVM is a kind of generalized linear classifier that performs binary classification in a supervised learning manner. Its decision boundary is the maximum margin hyperplane for the solution of learning samples. SVM is stable, since the optimization problem considers minimizations of both empirical risk and structural risk. It must be noted that SVM only applies to binary classification tasks. Therefore, multiple classification tasks will be reduced into several binary problems.
The trained SVM [10] model is used to predict link failures based on the input to SVM, namely, the most recent SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) data of the target node. To find the maximum margin hyperplane for separating the data points into two classes, the determination of the weight vector ω and bias b is derived as a quadratic programming (QP) problem, for which the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) theorem is applied. In [11] , [12] , the platform embeds SVM in the controller and uses it to detect DDoS attacks. It can identify benign flow entries generated by normal traffic and malicious flow entries generated by DDoS attack traffic.
In general, SVM is stable and has a lower false-alarm rate for binary classification tasks. The detection scheme effectively reduces the time needed to begin attack detection and classification recognition. When SVM is designed at the SDN controller level, its complexity has very little impact on the efficiency of the SDN system.
3) DT (DECISION TREE) IN SDN-CONCEPT NETWORKS
DT is a predictive model, representing a mapping relationship between object properties and object values. It is a tree structure in which each internal node in the tree represents an object, each branch path represents a possible attribute value, and each leaf node represents a category. DT in data mining is often used to analyze data for prediction.
Its main application in networks is packet classification. These solutions, such as HiCuts [13] , HyperCuts [14] , EffiCuts [15] or CutSplit [16] , are well-known approaches. Considering the dramatically increased dynamism and dimensionality in SDN, PartitionSort [17] is proposed, which combines the benefits of both TSS (Tuple Space Search) and DTs and achieves high-speed packet classification. DT is widely used for inductive inference [18] .
For flow classification methods, C4.5 decision tree [19] was selected as the classification method, enabling the handling of a large number of packets. Therefore, it is widely used on high speed network switches. The proposed Realtime Detection Strategy module aims to select n-tuple features to build a robust classification to analyze whether a given n-tuple is an elephant flow or not. Comaneci and Dobre [7] applies C4.5 DT classifiers as pre-trained models for different types of traffic, with features per flow such as inter-packet arrival time, packet size, packet count, flow tuple. A least cost disruptive (LCD) decision tree was proposed (for client, network, or server side adaptations) as a classifier to optimize the ASP (Application Service Provider) data plane, and to handle trade-offs between satisfactory service delivery, cost of adaptations, and user disruption level factors [20] . The work in [21] used the DTs as a solution method for the Flow Table Congestion Problem (FTCP).
Compared with KNN and SVM, the most significant feature of DT is that it is easy to understand and quickly implement, and data preparation for DT is simple or even unnecessary. However, errors may increase more quickly in situations with too many categories.
4) ENSEMBLE LEARNING IN SDN-CONCEPT NETWORKS
In the supervised learning algorithm, the goal is to learn a stable model that performs well in all aspects, even where the facts are not very clear. Ensemble learning is a combination of multiple weak supervised models in order to get a better and more comprehensive strong supervision model. First, a set of individual learners are generated and then combined by a specific strategy. The main ensemble learning algorithms include bagging and boosting.
Though the use of these methods is less than for traditional methods, there are still reports that bagging and boosting approaches outperform other conventional ML methods with a confidence level of more than 99.5% [22] . Taking DT as base learner, RF (Random Forest) constructs bagging integration and applies it in many scenarios. The model in [23] uses RF-based cross validation to train itself and perform an indoor localization with a high accuracy of 98.3%, and its performance is best in other algorithms, such as KNN, SVM and NN (Neural Networks). Lei et al. [24] proposes a randomforest regression prediction method to accurately model the latency distribution of one VNF.
Compared with the traditional approaches described above, ensemble learning has superior accuracy, but at the cost of high complexity.
5) DISCUSSIONS OF SUPERVISED LEARNING IN SDN-CONCEPT NETWORKS
From our findings, we list the results of the commonly used supervised learning methods in Table 3 . First, as for the number of practical applications, there is little research on logistic regression in SDN [24] , while KNN, SVM, DTs and Bayesian methods are used in more applications and attract more attention. Second, as for the detection accuracy of classification methods, although different extracted features and datasets yield different results, the most suitable methods always maintain a high average level of accuracy of over 90%. Third, regarding the selection of methods, the most suitable algorithm is not always the same, and it is better to consider different scenarios, requirements and extracted features. Additionally, ensemble learning approaches such as bagging, boosting and AdaBoost outperform other machine learning methods such as KNN, NN, SVM, which are defined as traditional supervised learning methods that use only one classifier. Lastly, regarding the training speed of the methods, they are not superior to traditional methods and are therefore more suitable to applications without high real-time requirements.
B. UNSUPERVISED LEARNING IN SDN-CONCEPT NETWORKS
In unsupervised learning methods, the label information of the training samples is unknown. The goal is to reveal the intrinsic properties and laws of the data through the study of unlabeled training samples, which provides a further basis for data analysis. The most commonly used method is ''clustering'', and the simplest and well-known algorithm is K-means.
The clustering method divides data samples into several disparate subsets, each of which is called a ''cluster'', that is, a category. It is noted that clustering does not know which data category it belonged to before. In [26] , a concrete application using unsupervised machine learning in a real network is presented, which demonstrates how the application can detect anomalies at multiple network layers, anticipate anomalies before they become a problem, and identify the root cause of each anomaly, etc.
Standard K-means algorithms applied in SDN are not very common; variant K-means are increasingly being used [27] , [28] . An algorithm based on a hierarchical K-means algorithm [29] is used to solve a controller placement problem in an SDN-based WAN architecture, and it is proven to be more balanced than the optimized K-means algorithm. Moreover, there are other variant K-means algorithms based mainly on SDN controller placement problems, such as a heuristic method based on the K-means algorithm and the Dijkstra algorithm [30] , a K-means algorithm with cooperative game theory initialization [31] , and an optimized K-means [32] .
Algorithms comparing or integrating supervised learning and unsupervised learning are also appearing. The purpose of the comparison is to understand the advantages and disadvantages of each algorithm. Barki et al. [27] uses different supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms, such as Naive Bayes, KNN, K-means and K-medoids, to classify the traffic as normal or abnormal. The K-means and K-mediods have less accuracy and are faster than Bayes and KNN. The two ML algorithms, supervised SVM and unsupervised K-means clustering, are studied for traffic classification [33] .
In practical applications, supervised and unsupervised learning methods are not separated but are instead merged on big data platforms in order to take advantages of various methods. One system [6] reduces complexity by using ML traffic-flow classification techniques and defining highlevel SDN policies based on the derived flow classes. C4.5 decision-tree classifiers and K-means are used with features per flow such as interpacket arrival time, packet size, packet count, and flow tuples. The results showed that the classifiers perform fairly well (the F-score is higher than 80%) with normal traffic, while their performance with abnormal traffic still remains high enough (the F-scores dropped approximately 10%∼15%) for the system to be useful. In [20] , a PCM-based clustering scheme based on K-means and the LCD (least cost-disruptive) decision-tree scheme are proposed for delivering satisfactory user QoE by synergistically optimizing both ASP management and data planes. Additionally, the MCP-PCM ensures satisfactory user SLOs (service level objectives that meet user QoE expectations) during cloud service placement, and the LCD decision tree is adaptable to different scenarios, gaining up to 50% in (profiled) user QoE over related solutions. Finally, GENI Cloud testbed experiments were conducted to examine how the proposed algorithms improved overall QoS and enhanced user QoE.
It is certain that the unsupervised learning methods are also based on the learning and training of a large amount of data, and what is learned is not the data source, but the judgment rules from the data dynamics. In addition, they work while establishing rules, adjust at any time, and are more intelligent. Unsupervised learning is considered to be a relatively focused technology field of artificial intelligence.
C. SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING IN SDN-CONCEPT NETWORKS
Traditional ML technology is divided into two categories, supervised and unsupervised learning as stated above. Supervised learning uses only labeled sample sets for learning, while unsupervised learning uses only unlabeled sample sets. However, in many practical problems, there is only a small amount of labeled data, because of the very high cost of labeling data; while a large amount of unlabeled data is easily available. This led to a rapid development of semisupervised learning techniques that can use both labeled and unlabeled samples. It is a learning method that combines supervised learning with unsupervised learning. It mainly considers how to use a small number of labeled samples and a large number of unlabeled samples for training and classifying. Semi-supervised learning is used for the same type of applications as supervised learning [6] .
Since its inception, semi-supervised learning has been mainly used to process synthetic data and has been only tested in the laboratory, while [34] conducted experiments to realize accurate traffic classification of real Internet data. The QoS parameters may be used to efficiently reroute ''elephant'' flows to meet the resource utilization goals. In addition, semisupervised ML is employed in the QoS classifier to handle the traffic from unknown applications. Relatively speaking, its practical significance has not been reflected. In addition, the practical value of semi-supervised learning is worth more research.
D. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING IN SDN-CONCEPT NETWORKS
Reinforcement learning (RL) is the reward guidance behavior that an agent learns in a trial-and-error manner and obtains reward through interactions with the environment. The goal of a reinforcement learning system (RLS) is to dynamically adjust parameters to achieve the maximum reinforcement signal. The reinforcement signal provided by the environment is a good or bad evaluation of the resulting action, rather than telling the system how to produce the right action.
From our research, RL is usually used for promoting resilience and scalability [35] , [36] , and it provides path selection or route optimization in SDN-concept networks in [37] - [40] . DROM [37] , when it considers delay minimization and throughput maximization as the operation and maintenance strategy, has good convergence and effectiveness, and improved network performance with stable and superior routing services. SDCoR [38] is the first study that can provide an optimal routing policy adaptively through sensing and learning from the IoV (the Internet of Vehicles) environment, and achieves better performance than several typical IoV protocols. To deal with the key challenge of a high level of jitter, the configuration must aim to minimize the usage of different paths for contiguous data frames [39] , which is solved by having larger packet bucket sizes, and by minimizing the number of contiguous packets following different paths. Additionally, the jitter level in [40] mostly remained below 40 milliseconds by avoiding the high-lossrate routes, which was significantly better than what can be achieved using traditional routing.
For better performance, some novel research on RL is proposed to combine with other technologies. For example, Random Neural Networks with RL are developed to find the optimal overlay paths with minimal monitoring overhead [41] . SRSA [42] , an RL-based auto-scaling decision mechanism, was studied for auto-scaling policy decisions. Furthermore, RL with architecture changes are discussed, because of the complicated and dynamic network environment. Daher et al. [43] proposed a scalable approach based on distributed RL in order to manage SON (Self-Organizing Networks) enabled networks efficiently.
Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) takes advantage of both DL and RL, and improves the learning speed and the performance of RL algorithms. DRL has achieved remarkable results in both theory and application. In particular, the DRL-based AlphaGo, produced by the Google DeepMind team, is considered to be a new milestone in the history of AI. Our findings confirm that DRL has made some progress in SDN-concept networks.
Huang et al. [44] studied DRL for adaptive multimedia traffic control mechanism leveraging. It is able to control multimedia traffic directly without a mathematical model. In particular, Deep Q-Learning (DQL) is mostly used for the DRL related works [45] . And different DQL techniques can be used to solve different problems in different network scenarios. He et al. [46] proposed an integrated DQL framework consisting of SDN architecture in which deep Q network is used to approximate the Q value-action function. The proposed framework improves the performance of green heterogeneous wireless networks. To improve the throughput of a blockchain system, Qiu et al. [47] proposed a new, dueling DQL approach to consider the trust features of blockchain nodes and controllers, and computational capability as a joint optimization problem. TDRL-RP [48] was proposed based on the DQL framework in a logically centralized controller of SDN for VANET (vehicular ad hoc networks), in which a trust model is introduced to decide the immediate trust path for the long-term reward (Q-value) in path learning; DQL is used to determine the best routing policy.
Overall, RL is an important ML method and is used widely in network related issues. Note that it only characterizes the interaction procedures instead of providing another learning method. In addition, each learning algorithm can be transformed into a RL [49] , and it will be widely used for analysis and prediction.
E. DISCUSSIONS OF MACHINE LEARNING METHODS IN SDN-CONCEPT NETWORKS
In Section II, we introduced the applications of four classical ML algorithms in SDN-concept networks, including supervised learning, unsupervised learning, semi-supervised learning, and reinforcement learning. The above findings indicate that supervised learning algorithms in SDN-concept networks (in which an optimal model is obtained by training existing training samples) exhibit a relatively more mature state of development, and perform fairly well compared to unsupervised learning algorithms and semi-supervised learning. Unsupervised learning differs from supervised learning in that we need no training data in advance, and can directly model the data. The purpose of clustering (a typical unsupervised learning algorithm) is to bring together similar things without caring about their types. Therefore, a clustering algorithm will work as long as it is known how to calculate similarity. Compared to supervised and unsupervised learning methods, the study of semi-supervised learning started relatively late, and its practical application has not yet been fully demonstrated. For more resilience and scalability, RL is the prevalent approach to dynamically adjusting parameters in intelligent networks, which is more in line with the future network development trends.
III. SDN-CONCEPT NETWORK APPLICATIONS WITH ML METHODS
Section II introduces the ML methods applied in SDN-concept networks based on the classification of ML methods, which is the focus of our work. It is helpful for researchers to make clear the characteristics of ML algorithms. In this section, from the practical application perspective of SDN-concept architecture, we will introduce solutions based on ML methods. SDN aims to create an ecosystem of opening switches and controlling software to achieve rapid innovation and a fresh environment that is easy to integrate. Several cases benefit from the application of ML and data analytics techniques. In this paper, according to the different application scenarios, we divide the existing application cases into five categories, namely, resource management and allocation, flow and traffic processing, system security guarantees, theoretic architecture approaches and parameter modeling and promotion in multimedia content services. We will introduce these application cases in SDN-concept networks with ML methods in detail as provided in Table 4 .
A. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND ALLOCATION
Resource management problems in systems and networks often mainly focus on difficult online decision making, while appropriate solutions depend on understanding the workload and environment [50] . Therefore, more research is urgent in the area of resource management. SDN extracts the control plane from the distributed network device and controls the entire network from a centralized controller. The controller can detect the resource capacity and network requirements from a global perspective. Thus, the introduction of SDN improves the control of network resources and enables the automation of management. Its resource management achieves unified control over multiple types of resources such as computing, storage, and networks, and meets the needs of resource delivery in business scenarios.
It is necessary to build a system that learns to interact with the environment to manage resources directly from experience. Inspired by recent advances in DRL for AI problems, DRL is assumed to be a promising solution. The general setting [51] is shown in Fig. 2 , where an agent interacts with an environment. RL deals with agents that learn to make better decisions directly from the experience of interacting with the environment. The agent begins knowing nothing about the task at hand. At each time t, there exists a state St, and the agent is asked to choose an action At; then the state of the environment transitions to S(t + 1), and the reward Rt is received. The state transitions and rewards are assumed to have the Markov property. In addition, the state transition probabilities and rewards depend only on the state of the environment St and the action At chosen by the agent.
DeepRM [52] was presented as a solution that translates the problem of packing tasks with multiple resource demands into a learning problem. The initial results showed that DeepRM adapted to different conditions, converged quickly, and learned strategies that were sensible in hindsight. It is feasible to apply state-of-the-art DRL techniques to largescale systems. In [53] , a multi-agent learning algorithm was proposed to implement the substrate network resource management in a coordinated and decentralized way. The task of these agents is to learn an optimal policy by evaluative feedback and then dynamically allocate network resources to virtual nodes and links. Furthermore, intelligent innovations make the resource management consistent with users' activities per slice. Authors in [54] and [55] have applied DRL to network slicing, and the application of DRL performs well in solving some typical resource management for network slicing scenarios, such as radio resource slicing and priority-based core network slicing. Martin et al. [56] provided a network resource allocator system that enables autonomous network management aware of QoE. In addition, [57] focuses on a simple and practical experience-driven approach based on DRL, which is easily used in solving complicated control and resource allocation problems in communication networks.
Research on network resource management becomes a critical requirement with new tools in different application scenarios. For 5G network service providers, a new framework that adds a smart node with MEC (Mobile Edge Computing) and new tools such as ML [58] , [59] , enables the hosting of applications close to end users with reduced latency and improved performance, facilitates the management and efficient allocation of network resources, and improves the services of network providers [58] . A deeper study by Abderrahim et al. [59] indicated that the optimal placement of the smart node can be problematic, and can be determined using game theory.
As for another important VNF scenarios, its most challenging task is to meet the continuously varying demands of dynamic algorithm calls, in order to efficiently scale the allocated resources and meet fluctuating needs. After studying the behavior of a VNF as a function of its environment, an SVR (Support Vector Regression) approach was proposed [60] that helped model its resource requirements in order to allocate them dynamically, with greater efficiency and superiority than the state-of-the-art methods.
It is easy to understand that network resource management and allocation have become critical to enhancing network performance due to the increase in various network applications. Currently, more and more new tools such as ML and MEC are being used to make decisions adaptively and intelligently based on information from a global perspective. Although there are many problems that have not yet been solved, some exploratory, theoretical work has been discussed, such as the modeling of the optimal placement of VOLUME 7, 2019 the intelligent entity in [59] , and estimating the CPU needs of VNFs as a function in [60] .
B. NETWORK FLOW AND TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 1) NETWORK TRAFFIC CONTROL
A network traffic flow is defined to be a sequence of data packets. In the case of SDNs, the flow information is useful for programming routers, mitigating wireless interferences, scheduling congested data traffic, and so on. Network traffic control is a kind of control of computer network traffic that uses software or hardware. Its most popular method is to determine the priority of packet traffic by marking different types of network packets.
Flow prediction is an important area of network traffic control that has witnessed a growing number of deep learning applications recently. Fadlullah [61] provided an overview of the state-of-the-art DL architectures and algorithms relevant to the network traffic control systems. To manage the limited network resources, flow characteristics such as the burst size (i.e., packet number and packet-size) and the inter-burst gap are often used. Wang et al. [62] proposed an ID3 decision tree theory to outrank raw features, and it determines the most qualified features for flow management approaches with SDN architecture.
The related research also includes the problem of predicting throughput for reactive flows defined formally with source constraints [63] . Combining RL and mixed integer linear programming, a traffic prediction is used to dynamically provide resources in advance [64] . Alawe et al. [65] anticipates traffic load changes in 5G, and Zhang et al. [66] estimates upcoming traffic rates effectively for flow service quality assurance and resource cost minimization. For reducing latency and overheads, Bayesian Machine Learning (BML) is used to allow the controller to classify packets into flows. In addition, a switch assigns those packets whose flows are not given previously by the controller to the most appropriate flow [67] .
As for traffic matrix (TM) measurement and inference, OpenTM and Open-NetMon measure the traffic matrix by keeping track of statistics for each flow. These per-flow-based solutions do not scale well with an increase of traffic size and impose heavy overheads on the network. OpenMeasure [68] , a network-wide adaptive flow measurement and inference framework with continuous learning capability, takes advantages of online learning and the global optimization enabled in SDN. It can continuously track and measure the most informative flows based on the dynamic adjustment scheme.
We introduce the principal research on network traffic control, including flow prediction, throughput prediction, and TM measurement. Though this work started early on, its implementation is not satisfactory because of difficulties with the actual environments.
2) NETWORK TRAFFIC CLASSIFICATION (TC)
The task of network traffic classification is to match all the traffic in the networks with the applications that generate them in real time, so that the running applications can be mastered accurately in the networks. Network TC is an important prerequisite for network management, QoS, and security monitoring of various networks [69] , [70] .
In recent years, research on TC has been well developed. Several well-known techniques have been proposed, as well as sharing of some key limitations [71] - [73] . For example, the effectiveness of port-based approaches has diminished even when port numbers carry valuable information about the application or protocol. Deep packet inspection (DPI), relies on the availability of a training set, cannot provide a real-time identification for encrypted data traffic, and needs an expensive retraining phase. Big data analysis extracts information from raw data, but it often requires ML algorithms [72] . To resolve these issues, self-tuning, simple tools are proposed to extract knowledge from network traffic, including different data analytics techniques. Unlike state-of-the-art classifiers, the biggest advantage of Self Learning Network Traffic Classification is its ability to discover new protocols and applications in an almost automated way. The algorithms, based on different ML technologies [69] , [74] , are proposed to classify the network traffic.
With the increasing role of SDN, the research for SDN architecture [75] develops encrypted data classifiers (DataNets) based on three DL schemes, i.e., multilayer perceptron, stacked auto encoder, and convolutional neural networks. Wang et al. [34] presented a traffic classification engine at the SDN edge switches, and then performed a ''global'' traffic classification via the network controller, which was responsible for training, constructing, and refining QoS policies based on the learned traffic information. The study in [76] - [79] shows that the ML model outperforms the existing algorithm, and the SDN controller assigns more appropriate route paths for different types of traffic and highly improves the network's QoS. ML algorithms, such as SVM and K-means clustering, are studied for TC with a high accuracy of over 95% [25] , [33] .
With the great progress in networking, it is imperative to extend the SDN framework to develop TC tools in a scalable, efficient and flexible way with ML techniques. These challenges will remain for some time to come. For example, the existing TC approaches using ML in SDN are mainly based on supervised or unsupervised learning in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). TC faces several challenges, including energy efficiency, shareable testing data and design [80] . Overall, increasing network bandwidth requires a large-scale, fine-grained, and adaptive TC method to process gigabits or even more data per second in future applications [70] , [81] .
C. NETWORK SECURITY PROTECTION AND GUARANTEE
When applications or businesses are running on the networks, security is the first issue to be addressed. Providing security measures is a critical step to fully unleash the new model's capabilities. In addition to the security provided by traditional anti-threat applications (such as firewalls, anti-virus software and spyware detection software), network behavior analysis is an important component of security protection. In this section, we list three important and related applications, namely, network intrusion detection, attack detection and fault diagnosis.
1) NETWORK INTRUSION DETECTION
Intrusion detection is an option for enhancing networking security [82] . As a proactive security protection technology, intrusion detection provides real-time protection against internal attacks, external attacks, and accidental operations. In addition, it is considered to be a second safety gate after firewalls. It detects attacks and mishandlings in a timely manner without any performance influence on networks. To provide more thorough understanding of this research, Sultana et al. [83] recently reviewed various recent studies on SDN-based ML methods to implement Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS). These authors evaluated the features of various ML algorithms, including supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and semi-supervised learning. In addition, DL methods are considered as a modern update to artificial neural networks. Lastly, this paper identifies challenges and provides conclusions for future studies in this area.
Specifically, NIDS methods are divided into misuse detection and anomaly detection. The advantage of the former is that it is highly accurate, but it does not handle new attacks; the latter can effectively detect new attacks [6] . At present, the latter has not been very mature, and it remains a hot topic in the development of intrusion detection systems (IDS) [84] . The diagram of intrusion detection is shown in Fig. 3 . Network anomaly is based on rules that assume that there are some regular patterns in normal behavior, which can be concluded by analysis of log information. An anomaly happens when there are serious aberrations from the norm, which can be detected by the different behavior. In conclusion, anomaly detection is based on the assumptions that the pattern of normal behavior is regular and described efficiently by the data and has obvious difference from normal behavior. Therefore, the first stage of network anomaly detection is a learning stage, in which transcendental knowledge is obtained for normal patterns. Then, the second stage is testing, in which the preprocessed data is compared with the normal data. When the difference is not higher than the threshold value, the case is normal. Otherwise, it indicates an anomaly. This can be seen in Fig. 4 .
Though SDN brings another security burden with more open network vulnerabilities [85] , it provides a chance to strengthen network security by the decoupling of its control plane and data plane. The proposed system in [6] , [14] enables timely detection and responses against network intrusion in SDN. Except for a small amount of research on streaming data anomaly detection [86] , most research focuses on flow-based approaches using familiar ML methods with minimal extra overhead [87] . Based on SVM, Study in [62] is to categorize network threats, and [85] overcomes the limitations of signature-based IDS, which has a positive improvement for the detection of almost all the possible attacks in SDN with an over 97% accuracy. Meti et al. [88] uses the SVM classifier and the NN classifier to detect suspicious and harmful connections. Further, [89] uses a feature selection method, which has been proven to have a strong potential for detecting anomalies in the OpenFlow controller.
To promote resilience in SDN, policies for dealing with anomalies are defined by using RL based on rewards for each action [36] . In addition, the results show that it obtains mostly positive rewards. Garg et al. [90] proposed a hybrid DL-based anomaly detection module by leveraging the improved Restricted Boltzmann Machine and SVM. In addition, a large-scale analysis is conducted to identify its performance in detecting malicious events such as identity theft, profile cloning, and confidential data collection.
To detect threats from malicious SDN applications, Boero et al. [91] uses SVM as a core system for detecting malware by using only traffic features. Indago [92] , statically analyzes SDN applications to model their behavioral profiles, and automatically detects most known SDN malware applications with a high detection rate and low error rates.
Furthermore, newly emerging technologies make the applications of intrusion detection increase rapidly. A fog-assisted SDN driven intrusion detection system for IoT networks identifies various attack models in near real time for effective VOLUME 7, 2019 neutralization of threats [93] . In addition, it has proven to be more effective than traditional techniques. Although there is still related research with poor results, there is proven potentially in using DL for flow-based anomaly detection systems [94] .
2) NETWORK ATTACKS DETECTION
In addition to the network anomalies described above, malicious attacks that can eventually halt network services are unavoidable [95] . Among the most predominant attacks on the SDN controller layer, Link Discovery Attacks and ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) Spoofing Attacks are fundamental since they are the gateways to many other SDN threats and attacks [96] , [97] .
Moreover, the distributed denial of service (DDoS) flooding attack continues to be one of the major security concerns as these types of attacks are increasing year by year. A DDoS attack concentrates on making resources unavailable to legitimate users via overloading systems with superfluous traffic from distributed sources [98] . Many studies have shown Slowloris, ACK (acknowledgement) and SYN (synchronization) flooding attacks to be notorious among the several other forms of DDoS attacks [99] . The effectiveness of using ML to detect DDoS attacks in SDN is discussed [100] - [102] . Though the classifier in [87] is trained only for the DNS amplification attack, both DNS and NTP amplification attacks are blocked with great accuracy. Koning et al. [103] concludes that in the SDN architecture it is possible to achieve high effectiveness of response by carefully choosing a relatively minor number of actions.
For more applications, JESS [98] is the first model that utilizes joint entropy for DDoS detection and mitigation in SDN. Since, by reliance on a statistical model, it mitigates not only known attacks but also unfamiliar attacks in an efficient manner. Siddharth and Sterbenz [104] extends the functionality of the SDN controller to include a resilience framework, ReSDN incorporates ML to distinguish DoS attacks. And the advanced SVM (ASVM) [105] was proposed based on SDN for DDoS attacks. It significantly reduces the testing time as well as training time compared with the traditional SVM algorithm. Studies on [79] , [106] have found that the DDoS attack defender outperforms the existing mechanisms in an SDN-based cloud environment. The framework in [107] is capable of detecting DDoS on IoT with an approximate 98% accuracy. In addition, in [108] , a protocol for multi-SDN controllers is designed. The main task of the protocol is to build and maintain an independent network and exchange attack information among the controllers of different SDNs, then find attackers and mitigate the DDoS attack.
In DDoS attacks, the attacker sends large amount of malicious packets to the victim server, and the legitimate users fail to access resources. It is worth noting that, Bakker et al. [109] suggests that the technologies for DDoS detection in SDN with ML methods may inadvertently lead to degraded performance for legitimate network traffic. Their main task in the future is to prevent malicious traffic from affecting the network's performance and allow legitimate traffic to circulate.
3) NETWORK FAULT DIAGNOSIS
With the increasing scale of networks, their complexity is increasing, so networks face severe challenges in putting in place effective management. Fault diagnosis is one of the most important and difficult tasks in network management. If the fault in a network cannot be diagnosed and repaired quickly, it not only increases the operating cost for operators but also reduces the service quality for users.
The introduction of SDN creates costs for a potential increase in failures, since each modification of the controller will produce a new possibility for failures and decrease the quality of service; this can be resolved by classical approaches with dramatically increased cost. Failure prediction has become a reality thanks to the introduction of ML techniques. Benayas et al. [110] presented an architecture for a self-diagnosis service with ML and data analysis. In addition, it is encouraging that a prototype with different diagnosis models for SDN has been developed, which will be explored in future.
Rafique et al. [111] introduces the concept of cognitive fault management, elaborates on its integration into a transport SDN controller, and demonstrates its operation based on real-world fault examples. It detects and identifies significant faults and outperforms conventional fixed thresholdtriggered operations. Rafique et al. [112] proposed an SDN-integrated framework for distributed cognitive fault discovery and diagnosis across an end-to-end network infrastructure. Jagadeesan and Mendiratta [113] shows how ML-based detection is used to identify SDN software faults and helps with real-time network responses.
In terms of single link failure scenarios, this kind of approach focuses on reducing the update operation costs [114] . Natalino et al. [115] studies an orchestration strategy for optical cloud networks that are able to reconfigure vulnerable cloud services before an actual failure takes place. It is proven that proactive restoration leads to up to 97% fewer cloud services having to be relocated, which is a benefit for cloud service availability, especially in low load conditions.
Based on our findings, not much research has been done on fault diagnosis. It is promising that some further directions are suggested to achieve future advances in this research area based on the existing results.
It is important to note that there is a gap between academic research on ML-based solutions for SDNs and their operational deployment. Previous surveys have been done on adversarial machine learning or on the general vulnerabilities of SDNs, but not both. For the first time, Nguyen [116] aim to provide a complete picture regarding ML-based security solutions for SDN. In addition, ML models deployed in network detection/prevention systems are recognized to be imperfect. Hence, there is always a possibility for attackers to manipulate and/or bypass the models. Attackers are also equipped with ML capabilities and will build systems to predict the behaviors of the defending models. At the beginning of their projects, solution designers should pay special attentions to the threat model, the secure development processes, and so on. This study will make a case for more secure development processes, and its recommendations will improve the practical properties of ML-based solutions for SDNs.
D. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK APPROACHES AND INDICATOR MODELING
In addition to the specific solutions for a particular problem described in the above subsections A to C, there are also studies on the theoretical frameworks and parameter modeling focusing on universality. These research ambitions are for future network models and development directions based on new technologies and will accelerate network innovation.
1) THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK APPROACHES
The use of artificial intelligence and big data technology in SDN and NFV (network function virtualization) to achieve intelligent network traffic management and optimization is of great significance for telecom operators [117] . The cognitive network, described in [118] , [119] , is a network that is capable of perceiving current network conditions and then planning, learning, and acting according to an end-to-end goal. In addition, SDN uses software to define the network, separates the software and hardware for the network, and centrally controls the network through software. It is not difficult to understand that SDN provides a feasible solution for the realization of cognitive networks. An increasing amount of research tends to use ML and other artificial intelligent methods to build an SDN-concept framework closely related to a cognitive network, which is able to incorporate the selflearning and self-management functions.
Guided by the concept of cognitive network, research on frameworks or mechanisms with cognitive functions continues to emerge. Network-wide load balancing, Lee [120] proposed a cross-layer mechanism in which learning agents in the middleware layer can monitor the queue sizes of the MAC layer. Rafique et al. [111] introduced the concept of cognitive fault management and builds a cognitive network assurance architecture for next-generation network management and operation. The framework not only allows for simpler network management, getting rid of the definition and maintenance of multiple fixed set points; it also significantly improves the proactive fault response time. A framework of the autonomic self-managing network [121] is capable of achieving or balancing objectives such as high QoS, low energy usage and operational efficiency. The main novelty of the architecture is the Cognitive Smart Engine introduced to enable ML, particularly (near) real-time learning, in order to dynamically adapt resources to the immediate requirements. This architecture is built within the CogNet European Horizon 2020 project. COBANETS [122] , which combine this learning architecture with the emerging network virtualization paradigms, makes it possible to actuate automatic optimization and reconfiguration strategies at the system level, thus fully unleashing the potential of the learning approach.
ML is highly suitable for complex system representations. Danish and Velasco [123] reviews several ML concepts tailored to the optical networking industry and discusses algorithm choices, data and model management strategies, and integration into existing network control and management tools. Aside from the specified one or two ML algorithms, newly proposed theoretic frameworks tend to be proposed with more flexibility. Liu et al. [68] points that more advanced ML approaches could be applied in the proposed framework to improve prediction accuracy. The proposed framework ATLANTIC [124] combines the use of information theory to calculate deviations in the entropy of flow tables and a range of ML algorithms to classify traffic flows. ATLANTIC is a flexible framework capable of categorizing traffic anomalies and using the information collected to handle each traffic profile in a specific manner.
The ultimate purpose of all of the studies is to make better use of them. To improve a certain aspect of performance in the system, frameworks for specific application scenarios have emerged. Budhraja et al. [124] proposes a risk-based swarm routing protocol for SDN for efficiently guaranteeing the data forwarding performance of the SDN controller. The Risk-Based Packet Routing combined with Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) provides a holistic solution to privacy and risk compliance associated with the whole SDN network. The framework [125] accepts the users' QoS (Quality of Service) demands, their pricing plans and the network constraints to manage the network flow such that revenue collected from the users can be maximized. Xu et al. [57] presents an architecture model and builds a model to find the optimal placement of Smart Nodes in the network. He et al. [126] considers a well-studied fc-median problem arising in SDN and aims to imitate and speedup existing heuristics as well as to predict good initial solutions for local search algorithms; it is found that NN can provide the best abstraction. Abderrahim et al. [59] investigates the use of ML techniques to estimate VNF's needs in terms of a CPU, as a function of the traffic they will process. Compared with the previous offline works, Sieber et al. [127] proposes an online approach to determine the mapping of hypervisor resources to the control workload at runtime. In addition, an online ML pipeline [128] is proposed to synthesize a performance model of a running hypervisor instance in the face of varying resources.
As a whole, research on theoretical frameworks has not reached its peak yet, in terms of its scale and versatility. From the results, approaches with ML techniques have been proven to be very useful tools in SDN-concept networks and more efforts need to be taken into this area.
2) ROUTING OPTIMIZATION
Based on the idea of SDN, the central controller is responsible for network link discovery, topology management, policy VOLUME 7, 2019 making, table issuance, etc., from a holistic point of view. For better theoretical research, routing optimization strategy is one of the key issues of SDN-concept networks used to achieve network load balancing and autonomous control that occupies a large proportion of the relevant theoretical research.
The proposed approach is capable of prioritizing each of the flows and assigns a path based on its classified priority [129] . A ML-based framework in SDN is studied in [130] for traffic-aware and energy-efficient routing. A cross-layer mechanism [120] was implemented, in which learning agents in the middleware layer can monitor the queue sizes of the MAC layer, thereby allowing for the discovery of optimal routes.
Among ML methods, RL techniques have already been widely used for routing optimization, which were pioneered in [131] . Fadlullah [61] focuses on a DL application for intelligent routing operations of a backbone network and shows how the DL-based intelligent routing technique outperforms the conventional routing strategies, such as the OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) routing strategy. Moreover, this approach provides operationally important advantages. Recent attempts also use RL techniques to achieve QoS routing [49] . A DL-based strategy is used to solve the problem by intelligent routing learning and prediction [132] , which obtains high network performance in SFCR (Service Function Chain Request) acceptance rates and end-to-end delays. Mao et al. [133] utilizes the CNNs as DL architecture, and the controller runs the CNNs to choose the best path combination for packet forwarding in switches. Moreover, there is an attempt to use DRL techniques for routing optimization [134] . It is clear that a fully automated DRL agent can provide routing configurations by minimizing the network's delay.
An intelligent path is a natural requirement, and better performance could be achieved only if the network is capable of prioritizing the flows and assigning resources based on their application specific requirements. By training with the optimal routing solutions of historical traffic traces, the related approaches will certainly provide real-time routing decisions.
3) NETWORK INDICATOR MODELING
A very important part of theoretical research is network indicator modeling, which is an expression of network characteristics. It is helpful to understand the related network scenario and to provide an important aided tool for subsequent work.
Inspired by the existing knowledge of network modeling, [135] refers to the resulting architecture as KDN (Knowledge-Defined Networking [136] ) and focuses on model CPU consumption as a function of the input traffic by choosing the ANN (artificial neural network) method.
In [137] , the delays of a network are estimated, and an M/M/1-inspired ML regressor characterized the delays in a network given the traffic load. For comparison, the M/M/1-inspired estimator provides more information of the network, rather than a black-box in neural network.
The method in [138] uses NN-based techniques to learn a generative input model of proprietary network protocols, and generates new messages used as test cases to fuzz the implementations of the protocols. A prediction of quality of experience is proposed in SDN networks [139] .
These modeling studies provide learned models for fundamental problems-based in ML in SDN-concept networks and can be used as an important tool for future analysis and experiments. The experiments prove that the performance of these works depends on the various features chosen for different network situations and sometimes present poor results [137] . At present, this work is not mature and extensive. Future work includes how to represent the configuration in the learning process to enable the use of the same model for different configurations. It is still considered to be a useful attempt and deserves more attention.
E. PROMOTION IN MULTIMEDIA CONTENT SERVICES
For the next generation networks, the user experience will dramatically promote the development and integration of mobile multimedia industrial chains. Multimedia content services such as mobile video, AR/VR, and mobile games will surely be closely related to people's daily lives. In this section, we present the technical works on multimedia content services.
GENI (the Global Environment for Networking Innovation) [140] , is a distributed virtual laboratory for transformative, at-scale experiments in network science, services, and security. In addition, it is able to implement a wide variety of experiments in a range of areas, such as protocol design and evaluation, distributed service offerings, content management, and in-network service deployment. Patman et al. [141] discusses the design and implementation considerations when deploying image processing services on SDN-operated hardware in GENI. In addition, an exploratory test-bed uses the proposed DL-based image processing service for representing a compute-intensive fog service. It is considered a viable option for bringing responsive and stateof-the-art visual processing services to the network-edge. Reference [142] introduces an additional level of complexity for measuring perceived video quality, as it varies the video bitrates. This work optimizes the QoE for video streaming in SDN networks considering the variety of devices, video parameters and the network requirements. The optimization problem of QoE is modeled based on several parameters that effect the user perception such as stall number and bitrates.
Faced with a vast amount of emerging multimedia services, it is suggested that exploring big data analytics to advance edge caching capabilities is a promising approach to improve network efficiency and alleviate the high demand for the network resources and a hierarchical collaborative edge caching structure was discussed in [143] . In addition, a DL-based Content Popularity Prediction (DLCPP) [144] is proposed for steady improvement in caching performance over other dominant cache management frameworks.
From our research, we found there are relatively fewer studies on multimedia content services, most of them are mainly focused on network structure and performance optimization. However, the existing research has been shown effective and has good results. With the continuous development and innovation of network technology, the research directions are promising.
F. DISCUSSIONS OF SDN-CONCEPT NETWORK APPLICATIONS WITH ML METHODS
In Section III, we list the five main cases in SDN-concept network applications with ML methods. As we know, the greatest advantages of SDN are to realize network virtualization and improve the efficiency of resource use. The central controller can obtain, manage and allocate full-network resources from a global perspective. ML methods, as an important implementation method, makes it possible to automatically manage resources and control traffic flow on demand, as stated in Part A and B of this section. Additionally, network traffic recognition and control have been hot topics in recent years, and provide an adaptive and intelligent method for processing gigabits (or even more) of data per second for future applications, especially in situations with high network bandwidth. In Part C, we list three important and prevalent types of applications for guaranteeing network security that can protect network information dynamically. The difference between ML and traditional methods for NIDS is that it turns network abnormal behavior recognition into a pattern recognition problem, and distinguishes normal and abnormal behavior by analyzing network traffic characteristics and host record data. Compared with fault diagnosis, attack detection has attracted more research attention. In Part D, we discuss related developments at the system architecture level, or for the overall performance improvement of systems, and in this sense, the content in Part A can also be included in Part D. Finally, we present the work in Part A separately to highlight the related research, considering its rapid development. Lastly, our emphasis changes to multimedia services in Part E (which seems to depend on the aforementioned content), because of its important role in the future networks. In addition, there is relatively little research in Part E, although the research on the above four parts is in full swing.
Our findings indicate that, although studies on each part vary in terms of speed and performance, rapid development has already appeared overall. We believe that there will be more research on high-level applications with the continuous development of infrastructure, resource management, and other basic applications.
IV. FUTURE ML IN FUTURE SDN
To date, ML has gone through three stages. In the 1980s, connectionism was popular, representing work with Perceptron and NN. In the 1990s, statistical learning methods began to occupy the mainstream stage, and representative methods included SVM. In the 21st century, DNN was proposed, and connectionism returned to the forefront. With the rapid improvements in data volumes and computing power, many AI applications based on DL are gradually maturing.
A. FUTURE ML IN SDN-CONCEPT NETWORKS
There are many commonly used methods in ML. The selection of methods depends to a large extent on the data you have and its characteristics, your training goals, and especially the specific use scenario. Therefore, for better performance in an SDN-concept field, the particularity of the scenarios is an essential consideration factor. We list an abstract hierarchical structure of ML in Fig. 5 . From the bottom to the top layer, the first is a basic data module, including parameter settings and basic data preparation; the second is a data collection module containing data processing and characterization or modeling, and then there is an interface tool and directly used services for the consumer. It has been shown that no matter which layer is being used, it is necessary to rely on methods to operationalize the above intelligent applications above.
1) ISSUE ON DATASETS
In Fig. 5 , we place the basic data in the bottom layer. The availability of high quality datasets is considered an important challenge for ML [3] , [109] , and the concerns further include data sources, labels, classes balance, etc. [11] , [145] . If the characteristics of the data sources are neglected during the data training period, the performance or results achieved during testing will seldom reflect the real systems.
In fact, the data obtained can rarely be used directly, because there may be some issues in the sample data, such as missing attributes, unlabeled data, too many attributes, not VOLUME 7, 2019 enough attributes, test and validation data not separated, and imbalances in different categories.
A dataset determines the upper limit of the ML results. In general, the datasets should be representative of the corresponding network architecture, and extraction of high-quality data reflecting those characteristics will be an important research direction in the future.
2) ISSUE ON PROBLEM REPRESENTING
Representing or defining a problem, means finding out what you want to solve. Without sufficient analysis of the problem, it is possible to be overwhelmed when looking for a method or model. The importance of this step, for the entire process, is obvious. If a directional error has been made at the beginning of the solution, the results will be invalid. For example, the use of a classification algorithm to solve a clustering problem will make obtaining correct results impossible.
Another puzzle is overconfidence in applying powerful algorithms. For example, it is possible that a logistic regression can achieve even better results in some cases, though any classification problem is solved by SVM. So, first of all, understanding the nature of the problem is of paramount importance in some cases.
Representing a specified problem with mathematical language is more intuitive and convenient to presentation and finding solutions. Representing a practical problem as a mathematical problem is a key turning point for ML. Understanding problems deeply will avoid many detours, since feature engineering and model training in ML are very time-consuming.
In this paper, we present multiple ML applications in SDN-concept network scenarios in Section II and III. SDN, a new generation of smart, dynamic, open, customized, and fast innovation networks, covers a wide range of applications. Accurate and abstract representations of problems will still be an indispensable issue.
3) ISSUE ON MODEL BUILDING AND OPTIMIZING
After a problem is represented, a model is referred to as a mathematical model for describing the objective world, and it is abstracted from the data. In data analysis, we usually have only data at hand and then try to derive rules from the data. Here, the rule represents the model we want.
The results may also be very different with different models, even with the same algorithms. Taking the polynomial regression algorithm as an example, for a sample set, we can list multi-order hypothetical functions and then find the most suitable one. Furthermore, building a model does not mean successful results, since some factors will affect the final results of the model, such as the number of features, the number of samples, and the regularization parameter.
There needs to be a series of standards to prove that one model is better than other models. This is the strategy. Different strategies correspond to the compare and selection criteria of different models. The optimized results are also different with different strategies from different people, which led to the fact that there are a variety of models and solutions to the same problem.
4) ISSUE ON ALGORITHM SELECTION
In this paper, we have listed representative ML algorithms, which can be used in many aspects of SDN-concept networks. It is known that ML is conducted for a model, which is implemented through algorithms.
In this part, we will introduce other issues for algorithms. For example, what if the foundation is not strong, and people do not understand the most commonly used model; what if there is a lack of understanding of the practical problems applicable to the model and lack of experience in applying the model to practical problems? For any method, what we should know clearly is not only its nature but also the application scenarios, applicable conditions and limitations of the method.
Which ML algorithm should be used? The answer to this question always depends on the situation. It is certain that complex algorithms should not be selected except under special circumstances. The ML algorithm cheat sheet helps you to choose from a variety of ML algorithms to find the appropriate algorithm for your specific problem [146] . However, in many cases, even an experienced data scientist could not be sure which algorithm will produce the best results before trying the various algorithms. A suitable method selection depends on many factors, such as data size, quality and characteristics, available calculation time, task urgency, and data processing. However, with the limitations of some factors, we can usually choose an appropriate algorithm as our first attempt.
5) ISSUE ON ML FRAMEWORKS INNOVATION
To conveniently develop and implement AI applications, many ML frameworks have emerged. From Section III-D, there is some research focusing on system frameworks. These frameworks provide developers with a good shortcut; some focus on their own availability, and others focus on deployment or parameter optimization.
With the popularization and development of SDN-concept architecture, the algorithms and frameworks based on ML methods have been continuously improved. Researchers and engineers around the world are encouraged to create, share, and even synthesize large-scale new algorithms in this area. At this time, algorithms will also become like a container, capable of arbitrary combinations and extensions, and they will be used to build a general framework suitable for different applications. In other words, multiple ML algorithms may perhaps be combined into a more powerful framework to better analyze the data and fully exploit the value of the data.
6) DISCUSSION OF FUTURE ML ISSUES
In this subsection, we summarize the related issues requiring more attention in the future, with respect to the ML flow. Though we state what appears to be five simple problems, there are actually many practical aspects to this. Taking the issue of datasets as an example, all dataset-related processes, such as data collection, feature extraction, sample data balance, and abnormal data processing must be considered. Additionally, a correct understanding of such issues will encourage researchers with ML or AI backgrounds to conduct in-depth research on models or algorithms to improve the practicality and effectiveness of ML algorithms in the future.
B. FUTURE SDN-CONCEPT NETWORKS WITH ML
The various, efficient and massive application requirements have necessitated higher requirements for the future network architecture in terms of performance, flexibility, and controllability. However, network innovation is relatively slow and inefficient. It was found that traditional networks have not been able to support the applications. Failure to solve the network problems will not lead to an increase in efficiency and may lead to a decrease.
SDN has become a hot research topic in the global networking field. The early and narrow sense of SDN specifically referred to networks based on the OpenFlow South Bound Interface (SBI). Now SDN tends to refer to a generalized network with SDN concepts; that is, SDN will support more SBIs (such as, NETConf, OVSDB, BGPLS, PCEP, etc.) in addition to OpenFlow, implementing flexible programming, and deploying intelligent analysis and scheduling beyond the traditional routing protocols.
In 2001, IBM's senior vice president of research, Paul Horn, introduced the idea of autonomic computing with self-management, self-configuration, self-optimization, selfprotection and self-healing [147] , [148] . It is well known that SDN and learning-based Network Analytics (NA) will facilitate the adoption of AI techniques in the context of network operations and controls. Ayoubi et al. [84] make the transitions IBM's autonomic element MAPE (Monitor-AnalyzePlan-Execute) to an improved cognitive control loop named C-MAPE. A new notable paradigm is Knowledge-Defined Networking (KDN), which relies on ML and cognitive techniques to operate the network [136] . The KDN paradigm brings significant advantages to networking, and their core ideas are encouraging for computer network research.
It is foreseeable that SDN will reach a new stage in making the system intelligent as far as being self-aware, self-adaptive, and proactive with big data analysis and AI in the future. The SDN-concept impacts both wired and wireless networks, such as optical networks, mobile networks, vehicle networks, Internet of Things (IoT) and wireless sensor networks [149] - [154] . A set of network design and optimization schemes has also been presented, which will not be repeated here. Generally speaking, SDN-concept networks in the future will be characterized by automatic and intelligent functions including: (1) knowledge extraction from network logs, (2) intelligent routing, (3) resource management in SDN scenarios, (4) short and long-term network scheduling, (5) system security and protection.
V. CONCLUSION
Driven by data availability and the theoretical development of ML frameworks, ML is considered to be one of the most promising AI tools for autonomic network operations and management because of its ability to extract knowledge from the data. SDN, a critically important cornerstone of the modern networking architecture, has strength and vitality, especially with the rapid development of networks and big data for future high-level service requirements. Although there have been some surveys of the issues and challenges for ML in various networks based on SDN [3] , [26] , [70] , [84] , [123] , [155] , there has been little evidence of a failure of the applications to achieve practical management solutions for autonomic networks.
In this paper, we discuss the ML applications in SDN-concept networks from two perspectives, namely, the perspective of ML algorithms and the perspective of SDN network applications. In terms of the ML algorithm perspective, we present applications of ML methods in SDN-concept networks, followed by the classifications of ML methods; the common ML algorithms are separately introduced. For the other aspect, we focus on SDN network applications with ML algorithms. In addition, we discuss the future research directions in this area. The main challenges for ML methods are identified. Although some progress has been made in ML fields, effective ML is difficult because of difficult patterns and insufficiently available training data. As a result, many ML programs often fail to show the expected performance. We hope that our discussions may provide a simple guide for the development of SDN and the implementation of a more intelligent network. This work will be helpful for researchers with different objectives to master the key issues in the field.
SDN-concept networks with ML methods will play an important role in all aspects of future network construction and management, including intelligent routing management, resource management, flow control, network security, etc. In the future, we will conduct in-depth studies on the key challenges outlined in the paper.
